Sega CD Games
You won’t be in danger if you
know what is the title of this
1994 adaption to this now 52
year old gameshow
--200 What is Jeopardy?

Almost in Vegas

Questions from the chat

A Vegas casino. Also, the
world's largest hot desert
-What is the Sahara?

South Park - Despite being the
This Dog breeds name derived second largest, this nation is
from a German word meaning one of the least densed
"To splash about"
countries
---What is Poodle?
What is Canada?

A Vegas casino. Also, the
name of a 3 mile long
You gotta go fast if you want to suspension bridge near the
play this 1993 time travel
West coast of the United
platformer
States
----What is Golden Gate?
400 What is Sonic CD?

The chat will tell you the name
of this 1994 puzzle game,
should the stream go down
--600 What is Panic?
This 1993 sidescroller was
based on a Tim Burton
superhero movie released the
previous year
--800 What is Batman Returns?
This 1992 adventure game is
based on the Frank Herbert
novel series by the same
name
--1000 What is Dune?

A Vegas casino. Also, a 1999
action movie starring Will
Smith and Kevin Kline
--What is Wild Wild West?

This 1995 movie was the first
CGI feature-length animation
-What is Toy Story?

Who to blame?

Bewitched - This TV host can
either be a meteorologist, or
just someone with a great
smile.
--What is a weatherman?

Michael Jackson - This
repetitive music pattern
became popular in the 1930s
This Canadian province
Today it usually refers to
doesn't follow Daylight Savings dancing to pop, disco, or rock
Time
music
---What is Saskatchewan?
What is Boogie?
Millie Vanillie - A phenomena
that occurs when atmospheric
water vapor condenses and
precipitates.
--What is Rain?

A Vegas casino. Also, an
adventure novel written by
Robert Louis Stevenson
--What is Treasure Island?

This planet rotates in reverse
from other planets in the solar
system
--What is Venus

A Vegas casino. Also, the
second major layer of Earth's
atmosphere
--What is Stratosphere?

This 1989 video game features Sia - This device’s invention is
Russian folk song Korobeiniki attributed to Guglielmo
Marconi
---What is Tetris
What is Radio?

WHO'S THAT POKEMON?!

Felted-Americans

#44. A state of melancholy or
depression
--What is Gloom

This puppet group’s first 1979
movie tells (mostly) how they
got together. Their 7th movie,
made 32 years later tells how
they got together, again
-Who are the Muppets?

#101. A conductor of electric
current
-What is Electrode?

This Broadway musical,
debuting in 2003 features “full
puppet nudity"
--What is Avenue Q?

#76. An artificial human being
in Hebrew folklore
--What is Golem?

Notable examples of his diet
are the letter B, Stephen
Colbert's Peabody Award and
fruit
--Who is Cookie Monster?

#53. An alternate term for an
Iranian person, reflecting the
country's previous name
-What is Persian?

This pet came with 3 rules “No bright light, don't get him
wet and never feed him after
midnight”. His owner broke all
3
--Who is Gizmo

#124. To curse or to bring bad
luck
--What is Jinx?

The Doozers accompany the
puppets who live in this
system of natural caves
--What is Fraggle Rock?

Video James

More Questions from the
chat

Redundant Acronym
Syndrome Syndrome

Viking Secret Wildcard
Poker

His mummy was discovered in
1925 by Howard Carter
-Who is King Tut?

ATM Machine
-What is Automatic Teller
Machine machine?

Playing cards. The main
antagonist of Alice in
Wonderland
--What is the Queen of hearts?

This planet rotates in reverse
from other planets in the solar
system
--What is Venus?

Nintendo NES
--What is Nintendo Nintendo
Entertainment System?

Clue. A device used to provide
grip in applying torque to turn
objects or keep them from
turning
--What is a wrench?

A lizard comes back to life to
help rebuild Tokyo only to
drown in the ocean
--What is Godzilla?

Saguaro is a species of this
plant that can be found
natively in the desert
surrounding Tucson
--What is a cactus?

NPC Character
-What is Non-Playable
Character character?

Monopoly. A metaphor for
unfairly getting out of an
undesired situation
--What is Get Out of Jail Free?

Take a 70 minute flight to this
city that borders the Pacific
Ocean. It hosts a large comic
convention every Summer
-What is San Diego?

After fixing a giant space
station, a young hero leaves
the rebellion and comes back
to his restored home planet
-What is Star Wars: Episode IV
- A New Hope?

This Author's pen name is
Robert Galbraith
-Who is J. K. Rowling?

ATV Vehicle
-What is All-terrain Vehicle
vehicle?

MTG. The belief that violence
is unjustifiable under any
circumstances
--What is Pacifism?

Drive 120 miles West on State
Route 86 to reach this tiny
questionable town. Its name
derived of the fork created by
3 major routes that intersect it
-What is Why?

A group of daring deep-sea
drillers extract a nuclear bomb
from an asteroid in order for it
to be disassembled by NASA
scientists on Earth
-What is Armageddon?

This Northern nation is the
only one to fight on three sides
during World War 2
-What is Finland?

EMP Pulse
-What is an Electro Magnetic
Pulse pulse?

Munchkin. An apparition or
double of a living person
--What is a Doppelgänger?

Escape from Tucson

Movies backwards

This James is credited on the
original "Star Wars" trilogy,
"The Lion King" and "Scary
Movie 4"
--400 Who is James Earl Jones?

Travel 1000 miles East on
Highway 10 to reach this city,
home of the Johnson Space
Center
-What is Houston?

A luxurious cruise ship rises
from the ocean and sails
safely to Southampton
-What is Titanic?

This James appeared in "Oz
the Great and Powerful", "127
Hours" and "Spider-Man 1-3"
-800 Who is James Franco?

Drive 66 miles South down
highway 19 to reach the towns
of Nogales and Nogales,
separated by this imaginary
line
-What is the US-Mexico
border?

Young boy loses a chocolate
factory that restores deformed
children back to normal, sells
candybars to the store, then
lives in poverty
-What is Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory?

This James appeared in "The
Godfather", "Misery" and "Elf"
-1200 Who is James Caan?

Travel 116 miles North-West
on Highway 10 to reach this
capital city, the 6th most
populous in the US
-What is Phoenix?

This skeptic James appeared
in "Penn and Teller Get Killed",
"The Invisible Thread" and "An
Honest Liar"
-1600 Who is James Randi?

This James appeared in
"Giant", "East of Eden" and
"Rebel Without a Cause"
--2000 Who is James Dean?

